
Néhány ‘some’ is both a group denoting and a counting quantifier 

 

1. Introduction. As argued by Szabolcsi (1994; 1997; 2010), quantifiers fall into three major 

types (group denoters, distributive quantifiers, counting quantifiers), which appear in different 

structural positions and represent different modes of operation. Group-denoters offer up a set 

for predication, whereas counters count the elements of the set denoted by the predicate. 

There also quantifiers like sok ‘many’ that are ambiguous between a distributive and a 

counting reading. This talk claims that néhány ‘some’ is also ambiguous; it can act both as a 

group denoter and as a counter, and this also holds for the English some (albeit it is listed 

among the non-counters by Szabolcsi (2010: 173)). The assumption that néhány/some is 

ambiguous between a counting reading and a cognitively more complex group denoting role 

can explain why children interpret some differently from adults. As we will show based on 

experimental evidence, adults can disambiguate some on the basis of the context; children, 

however, first access the cognitively simpler counting reading, which they overgeneralize.  

2. Linguistic evidence. As shown by Szabolcsi, the canonical position of group-denoters is 

the topic slot (Spec,TopP), and the canonical position of counters is the verb modifier slot 

(Spec,PredP) in Hungarian sentence structure.  A néhány phrase can appear in both of these 

positions. In Spec,TopP, it is [+partitive specific], meaning ‘a subset of’; ‘not all’ (1a). In 

Spec,PredP, it is [-partitive specific], meaning ‘a few’ (1b). The group denoting and the 

counting néhány also differ with respect to stress; the group-denoter shares the secondary 

stress of the noun phrase that it is part of, while the counter is unstressed within its noun 

phrase, which bears a pitch accent (marked by ʹ). 

(1)a. [TopP Néhány  diák [DistP ʹminden kedden  [PredP ʹel jön  konzultálni]]] 

         some student      every     Tuesday        comes  consult.INF 

 ‘Some of the students come every Tuesday to consult with me.’ 

    b.  [DistP ʹMinden kedden [PredP néhány ʹdiák   jön   konzultálni]  

          every Tuesday       some student comes  consult.INF 

‘Every Tuesday, a few students come to consult with me.’ 

The subset denoted by a partitive group-denoter can be contrasted with another subset of the 

superset (2a). In the case of a non-partitive counter, such a contrast is meaningless (2b).  

(2)a. [TopPNéhány diák [PredPʹminden kedden [PredPʹel-jön konzultálni]], néhány diák nem jön el 

         ‘Some students come each Tuesday to consult with me; some students don’t come.’  

 b.*[DistPʹMinden kedden [PredPnéhány ʹdiák jön konzultálni], nem jön néhány diák konzultálni. 

 ‘Each Tuesday there come some students to consult with me; there don’t come some students’ 

The internal argument of definiteness effect verbs is required to be non-specific, hence if it is 

a some phrase, it is a counter, meaning ‘a few’ (3a). The particle verb counterparts of DE 

verbs require a [+specific] internal argument; if it is represented by a néhány phrase, it is a 

group-denoter meaning ‘a subset of’ (3b): 

(3)a.  Néhány ʹdiák      érkezett.      b.  Néhány diák     ʹmeg érkezett. 

 some    student  arrived    some   student PRT arrived  

 ‘A few students arrived.’    ‘Some of the students arrived.’  

In English, a similar contrast is attested between the [-specific] subject of a DE construction, 

and the [+specific] subject of a predication structure: 

(4)a. Some mistakes in this manuscript are major. 

    b. There are some major mistakes in this manuscript. (cf. von Fintel 1998) 



3. Children’s interpretation of some. Children, unlike adults, have been repeatedly found to 

judge sentence-picture pairs of type (5) to be true (Noveck 2001; Barner et al. 2011; 

Papafragou & Musolino 2003; etc.). For adults, the use of some implies that the use of all, its 

stronger scalar alternative, would be false in the given situation, i.e., some means ‘not all’.  

 

(5) Some horses jumped over the log. 

Children’s problems with the computation of scalar implicatures is attributed to their 

pragmatic immaturity. However, the computation of scalar implicatures based on the scale 

<some, all> significantly exceeds the difficulty of scalar implicatures of other types, i.e., it 

represents an unexplained additional problem. We argue that the source of children’s 

difficulties with some and néhány is their ambiguity. For adults, the position, prosody, and/or 

the selectional properties of the predicate indicate the [+/-partitivit] of some. We hypothesized 

that young children are not sensitive to the partitivity feature of some arising in different 

contexts; they first acquire the cognitively simpler non-partitive reading, which they 

overgeneralize. We tested this hypothesis with two experiments. 

4. Our Experiments. We tested Hungarian children of 3 age groups (kindergarteners, 1st 

graders and 3rd graders). In our Experiment 1, they had to decide about sentences with a 

topicalized, hence group-denoting, [+partitive specific] néhány phrase whether they match a 

picture showing ‘a subset of’ meaning, or a picture showing ‘a few’ reading. 60% of the 

kindergarteners, 50% of the 1st graders, and 40% of the 3rd graders consistently opted for the 

‘a few’ reading, whereas the adults chose the ‘subset of’ interpretation.  

In Experiment 2, participants had to judge sentence-picture pairs of 4 types: the sentence 

contained either a group-denoting or a counting néhány, and the picture showed either ‘a 

subset of’ or ‘a few’ reading. The acceptance rates of adults were significantly higher in the 

case of <group-denoting néhány, ‘a subset of’ reading> pairs and <counting néhány, ‘a few’ 

reading> pairs than in the other two cases. Among the children, there was no significant 

difference between the acceptance rates of the four types of sentence-picture pairs. 

The experiments show that, whereas adults assign to néhány phrases either a [+partitive 

specific] or a [-partitive specific] interpretation, depending on the context of the néhány 

phrases, children are not sensitive to this distinction, but their awareness increases by age. 

Children first access the counting, [-partitive specific] reading of néhány. 
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